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QUESTION: 22
What is the purpose of a Target Design Guidance document?

A. to determine the location of new assets
B. to confirm which solutions will be appropriate
C. to allow more than one report to be generated for each scenario
D. to introduce additional assets into the solution outside of the scope of analysis

Answer: B

QUESTION: 23
Where can guidance first be obtained when filling out the Pre-requisite
Questionnaire?

A. call Butterfly Support
B. read the README tab
C. e-mail Butterfly Support
D. contact a local Butterfly Certified expert

Answer: B

QUESTION: 24
Why is there a difference between source and target capacity on the Primary
Capacity bar chart?

A. The target environment does not include any pre-existing legacy occupancy.
B. The source environment's occupancy is expected to shrink within 36 months.
C. There is no difference in occupancy, however less capacity is being used in the
target.
D. There is less occupancy to keep in the target due to changing the client's
retention policies.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 25
What is the SLA period for a backup Analysis Engine Report?

A. one business day
B. ten business days
C. five business days
D. the backup period is not defined but has a guideline of ten working days

Answer: C

QUESTION: 26
Which action should be taken if the Target Design Guidance (TDG) cannot capture
customer requirements successfully?

A. upload other documents that capture the architecture
B. add a free text note into the TDG explaining the situation
C. upload it and check Bespoke TDG Requ before signing off
D. alter/add products into the TDG to match the customer's needs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 27
Which method is used to transfer data with Butterfly?

A. private file sharing websites
B. via e-mail to Butterfly Support
C. access to http://www.butterflyportal.net
D. access to https://www.butterflyportal.net

Answer: B

QUESTION: 28
How much space is required for the collector output file in a mid-sized
environment?

A. 2 GB
B. 20 MB
C. 200 KB
D. 200 MB

Answer: D
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